The Adams Public Library System serves all people of the
Decatur and Geneva communities by acquiring,
organizing, and providing access and guidance to a wide
variety of information and materials to help fulfill the
intellectual, educational, social, and recreational needs of
this community in an atmosphere that is welcoming,
respectful, and businesslike.

HOURS
Decatur
Sun. 1:00-5:00
M—W 9:00—8:00
Th, F 9:00—5:00
Sat. 9:00—1:00

Geneva
M,W,F 10:00—5:00
T 1:00—5:00
Th 1:00—5:00, 6—8:30
Sat. 9:00—12:00
Last Tuesday of the month
Open at 9:00

Adams Public Library System
128 S 3rd Street, Decatur
724-2605
305 E Line Street, Geneva
368-7270
www.apls.lib.in.us

SUPERVISED VISITATION

Children’s Services

Supervised Visits at the Library
The Adams Public Library System (APLS)
serves the residents of the Decatur and Geneva
communities. As a public library, the buildings
are open to the general public and may lend
themselves as locations of supervised visits.
Because the Library is
open to all, the
Library implements a
set of rules* so that
everyone can enjoy
their time in using the
facilities. No one
person or group may
infringe on the rights
and privileges of
others in the building.
Therefore, these guidelines have been
developed to ensure that appropriate behavior
is encouraged and enforced.

APLS rules of conduct stipulate that those who
disturb other patrons or have objectionable
conduct will be asked to leave.
*Patron Responsibilities and Conduct Policy

Rules of Conduct


It is the responsibility of parents to monitor their
child’s behavior.



Running and/or horseplay are not allowed.



Parties, full meals and/or cakes are appropriate
only in the meeting room when a meeting room
has been scheduled. Use of the meeting room for a
social gathering has a fee of $50 for less than
4 hours of use and $100 for more than 4 hours.



The Library is a drug, tobacco, weapon, and
alcohol free environment.



“Clean” language is appropriate. Cursing,
swearing, name calling, yelling or screaming is not
appropriate. Those who cannot refrain from using
inappropriate language will be asked to leave.



Respect library property so that what is available
now will be available for everyone in the future.
Damage or destruction of property is not
tolerated.

The APLS Children’s Services departments welcome
all children. The Library encourages interaction
between parent and child by offering cozy places to
read, puzzles, blocks, puppets, costumes and many
activities to engage children and encourage
creativity and learning.

Activities to Consider During Your Visit


Help your child put a puzzle together



Read a book together



Work together on an
activity sheet from
the Writing Center



Build something
together with wooden
blocks or DUPLO
blocks



Creative play with our
puppets, puppet
theatre or costumes



Play “kitchen” together

